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Slower demand, as a result of the lack of attractive offers
Business continues to be very slow on the Greek market mostly due to the lack of offers. Turkish spinning
mills are mostly focused on their domestic crop as well as some US stocks and probably some Greek old crop
(up to 67.50 c/lb FOT). Merchants can't work with the recent asking levels of Greek cotton and rather wait.





Ginners still hesitate to sell new stocks mostly due to the following reasons:
The weak dollar is not helping ginners to get their asking levels (1.07-1.08 eur/kgs FOT). Actually
these levels have been paid either by some domestic buyers or by couple of traditional Greek
clients.
Seed cotton deliveries are slowly developing as growers are taking the risk to hold their stocks,
foreseeing higher prices in the near future. As a result, ginners do not hold big stocks of lint cotton
and are not in a hurry to sell.
In several areas, the delivered seed cotton quantities have not been paid or fixed. Thus, ginners still
do not have an accurate view of their cost and rather postpone sales.
In the cases where seed cotton has been paid, the levels of the lint cotton are not profitable for the
time being.

Quality wise as reported on previous weeks, this year there is a wide range of different qualities, starting
from the pre-rain cotton (HVI 31 and good 41's) to the after-rain (HVI lower 41's and some 51's).
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Disclaimer

Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services,
issue reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. However, such
information has not been verified by “Investment Research & Analysis Journal” (“IRAJ”), and
“IRAJ” does not make any representation as to its accuracy and completeness. Opinions,
estimates, and statements nonfactual in nature expressed in the research reports presented by
“IRAJ” represent judgment as of the date of the reports, are subject to change without notice
and are provided in good faith and without legal responsibility. In addition, there may be
instances when fundamental, technical and quantitative opinions, estimates, and statements may
not be in concert. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed shall constitute an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of
“covered companies” by no means.
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